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A. Background knowledge & Related work



k-NN Classification (1/2)

A classifier is a data mining algorithm that aempts to map 
data to a set of classes

k-NN Classifier: 
- Extensively used and effective lazy classifier
- Easy to be implemented
- It has many applications
- It works by searching the database for the k 

nearest items to the unclassified item
- The k nearest items determine the class where 

the new item belongs to
- The “closeness” is defined by a distance metric



k-NN Classification (2/2)

k-NN example

- k=3, query point is assigned to class “circle”
- k=5, it is assigned to class “square” 



Weaknesses / Thesis motivation

High computational cost: k-NN classifier needs to compute all 
distances between an unclassified item and the training data 
 

e.g., 100,000 training items * 50,000 new items = 5 Billions distances

High storage requirements:  The training database must be 
always available

Noise sensitive algorithm: Noise and mislabeled data, as well 
as outliers and overlaps between regions of classes affect 
classification accuracy



Method categories for efficient and effective 
k-NN classification

- Data Reduction Techniques (DRTs)

- Cluster-based methods (CBMs)

- Multi-aribute Indexing methods



Data Reduction Techniques (1/6)



Data Reduction Techniques (2/6)

Condensing and Prototype Abstraction (PA) algorithms

- They deal with the drawbacks of high computational 
cost and high storage requirements by building a 
small representative set (condensing set) of the 
training data

- Condensing algorithms select and PA algorithms 
generate prototypes

- The idea is to apply k-NN on this set aempting to 
achieve as high accuracy as when using the 
initial training data at much lower cost and 
storage requirements



Data Reduction Techniques (3/6)



Data Reduction Techniques (4/6)

Editing algorithms

- They aim to improve accuracy rather than achieve high
reduction rates

- They remove noisy and mislabeled items and
smooth the decision boundaries. Ideally, they
build an a set without overlaps between the classes

- The reduction rates of PA and condensing algorithms 
depend on the level of noise in the training data

- Editing has a double goal: accuracy improvement and 
effective application of PA and condensing algorithms



Data Reduction Techniques (5/6)



Data Reduction Techniques (6/6)



Cluster-based Methods (CBMs)

CBMs idea:
 

- They pre-process the training data and placed them into 
clusters

- For each new item, they dynamically form a training 
Subset (reference set) of the initially data that is used to 
classify new data

- The training subset is the union of some clusters

- Contrary to DRTs, CBMs do not reduce the storage 
requirements



DRTs & CBMs implemented during the PhD

Prototype Selection algorithms
Condensing algorithms:

 - Hart's Condensed Nearest Neighbour rule (CNN-rule)
- Instance Based learning 2 (IB2)
- Prototype Selection by Clustering (PSC)

Editing algorithms
- Edited Nearest Neighbour rule (ENN-rule)
- All-k-NN
- Multiedit

Prototype Abstraction algorithms
- Reduction by Space Partitioning 3 (RSP3)

Cluster-based methods
- Hwang and Cho method (HCM)



B. Contribution: Data Reduction Techniques



Motivation/Weaknesses of Prototype Abstraction and 
condensing algorithms:
- They usually involve a costly, time-consuming preprocessing 

step on the training set

- Many algorithms are parametric

- The resulting condensing set may depends on the order of items 
in the training set 

- Although some algorithms can achieve high RR, the accuracy of 
the classifier is affected

- Although some algorithms produce condensing sets that achieve 
accuracies close to those achieved by the non-reduced training 
sets, RR are not high

Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (1/5)



  

Properties of RHC:
- It is an abstraction DRT  
- Fast execution of the reduction procedure (low 

pre-processing cost)

- High reduction rates

- High classification accuracy

- Non-parametric algorithm

- It is based on the well-known k-Means clustering

- Its condensing set does not depend on the order of 
the training data

Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (2/5)



  

RHC idea:

- RHC continues constructing clusters until all of them 
are homogeneous

- A cluster is homogeneous if all items that have been 
assigned to it are of a specific class

- The centroids of the homogeneous clusters constitute 
the condensing set

Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (3/5)



  

Initially, RHC considers the dataset as a non-homogeneous 
cluster

26 items
9 circles
17 squares

Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (4/5)



  

RHC computes the mean item for each class in the data 
(class-mean)

Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (4/5)



  

RHC executes k-means clustering using the two class-means 
as initial means and builds two clusters

B

A

Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (4/5)



  

RHC stores the cluster-mean of cluster A to the condensing set 
and computes a class-means for each class in B 

Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (4/5)

B



  

k-means is executed on the data of B using as initial means 
the class-means and produces two clusters

C

D

Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (4/5)



  

C and D are homogeneous. RHC stores their means to the 
condensing set

RHC Condensing set

Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (4/5)



  

Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (5/5)



  

Motivation:

- Most DRTs are memory-based. This implies that the whole 
training set must reside in main memory. Thus, they are 
inappropriate for large datasets that cannot fit into main 
memory or for devices with limited main memory 

- Most DRTs cannot consider new training items aer the 
construction of the condensing set. They are inappropriate
for dynamic/streaming environments where new training 
items are gradually available

The dynamic RHC algorithm (1/4)



  

Properties of dynamic RHC (dRHC)
- dRHC is an incremental version of RHC which inherits all the 

good properties of RHC

- dRHC is a dynamic prototype abstraction algorithm that 
incrementally builds its condensing set.

Therefore:

- dRHC is appropriate for dynamic/streaming environments 
where new training data is gradually available

- dRHC is appropriate for very large datasets that can not fit in 
main memory

The dynamic RHC algorithm (2/4)



  

The dynamic RHC algorithm (3/4)



  

The dynamic RHC algorithm (4/4)



  

The dynamic RHC algorithm (4/4)



  

The dynamic RHC algorithm (4/4)



  

The dynamic RHC algorithm (4/4)



  

The dynamic RHC algorithm (4/4)



  

The dynamic RHC algorithm (4/4)



  

RHC & dRHC: Experimental study (1/9)



  

RHC & dRHC: Experimental study (2/9)

Accuracy / non-edited data



  

RHC & dRHC: Experimental study (3/9)

Reduction Rate / non-edited data



  

RHC & dRHC: Experimental study (4/9)

Preprocessing Cost / non-edited data



  

RHC & dRHC: Experimental study (5/9)

Accuracy / edited data



  

RHC & dRHC: Experimental study (6/9)

Reduction Rate / edited data



  

RHC & dRHC: Experimental study (7/9)

Preprocessing Cost / edited data



  

RHC & dRHC: Experimental study (8/9)

Wilcoxon signed ranks tests / non-edited data



  

RHC & dRHC: Experimental study (9/9)

Wilcoxon signed ranks tests / edited data



  

Motivation/Drawbacks of editing algorithms:
- Since all editing algorithms either extend ENN-rule or are 

based on the same idea, they are parametric. Their performance 
 is dependent on costly trial-and-error procedures

- They require high preprocessing cost

Contribution
- Development of a novel, fast, non-parametric editing algorithm 

that is based on a k-means clustering procedure that forms 
homogeneous clusters

Editing through Homogeneous Clusters (1/3) 



  

EHC properties
- It follows completely different strategy from that of

ENN-based approaches 
- Fast execution

- Non-parametric 

- It is based on k-means clustering

EHC idea:
- It continues constructing clusters until all of them are 

homogeneous 

- It removes the clusters that contain only one item 
(they are considered as outliers, noise or close-border items)

Editing through Homogeneous Clusters (2/3) 



Editing through Homogeneous Clusters (3/3) 
Removal of a border item



Editing through Homogeneous Clusters (3/3) 
Removal of a border item



Editing through Homogeneous Clusters (3/3) 
Removal of a border item



Editing through Homogeneous Clusters (3/3) 
Removal of a border item



Editing through Homogeneous Clusters (3/3) 
Removal of a border item



Editing through Homogeneous Clusters (3/3) 
Removal of a border item





EHC: Experimental study



  

Editing and Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters 
(ERHC):

- Integration of EHC idea in RHC

- ERHC is a variation of RHC that can effectively handle 
datasets with noise (High reduction rates regardless the 
level of noise in the data)

- ERHC differs from RHC in one point: If an one-item cluster 
is identified, it is removed, i.e., ERHC does not build a 
prototype for this cluster

Simultaneous editing and data abstraction by 
finding homogeneous clusters





ERHC: Experimental study



  

- IB2 is an one-pass and incremental variation of the 
condensing CNN-rule

- We improve the performance of IB2 by considering the 
idea of prototype abstraction

- Our contribution is the development of an abstraction 
version of IB2 (AIB2) and an experimental study

- AIB2 is faster and achieves higher reduction rates than 
CNN-rule and IB2. AIB2 achieves higher accuracy than 
IB2

The AIB2 algorithm (1/6)



  

IB2 is a fast one-pass version of CNN-rule

Like CNN-rule:
- IB2 is non-parametric 
- IB2 is order dependent
- IB2 tries to keep only the close-border items

Contrary to CNN-rule:
- IB2 builds its condensing set incrementally 

(appropriate for dynamic/streaming environments)
- IB2 does not require that all training data reside 

into the main memory

The AIB2 algorithm (2/6)



  

The AIB2 algorithm (3/6)



  

AIB2 idea: The prototypes should be at the center of the data area 
they represent

To achieve this:
- AIB2 adopts the concept of prototype weight which denotes the 

number of items it represents
- The weight values are used for updating the prototype in the 

multidimensional space

Result: 
- Higher classification accuracy (Beer prototypes)
- Higher reduction rates (Fewer items enter condensing set)
- Lower preprocessing cost (Fewer items enter condensing set)

The AIB2 algorithm (4/6)



  

The AIB2 algorithm (5/6)



  

The AIB2 algorithm (6/6)

Current condensing set Arrival of a new item Repositioning of the 
nearest prototype





AIB2: Experimental study



  

DRTs has been recently exploited for fast time series classification 
(Both are parametric):
1. Buza, K., Nanopoulos, A., Schmidt-Thieme, L.: Insight: efficient and effective instance selection 

for time-series classification. 15th Pacific-Asia conference on Advances in knowledge discovery 
and data mining – Part II. pp. 149–160. PAKDD’11, Springer (2011)

2. Xi, X., Keogh, E., Shelton, C., Wei, L., Ratanamahatana, C.A.: Fast time series classification 
using numerosity reduction. 23rd international conference on Machine learning. pp. 1033–1040. 
ICML ’06, ACM (2006)

Motivation:
- State-of-the-art non-parametric DRTs have not been evaluated on 

time series data
- The idea of Prototype Abstraction has not been adopted for fast 

time series classification
- RHC and AIB2 have not been evaluated on time series data

General purpose DRTs for efficient time series 
classification (1/3)



  

State-of-the-art non-parametric DRTs are evaluated on time 
series data:
- Original time series data (using all aributes)
- A reduced dimensionality representation of the same time 

series data (12 dimensions, using Piecewise Aggregate 
Approximation - PAA)

DRTs evaluated:
- Two condensing algorithms: 

Condensing Nearest Neighbor (CNN) rule 
The IB2 algorithm

- Three prototype abstraction algorithms:
Reduction by Space Partitioning v3 (RSP3)
Reduction through Homogeneous Clusters (RHC)
The AIB2 algorithm

General purpose DRTs for efficient time series 
classification (2/3)



  

General purpose DRTs for efficient time series 
classification (3/3)

RSP3 achieved the highest accuracy. However, it is the slowest 
method in terms of both preprocessing and classification cost

RHC, AIB2 and IB2 have much lower preprocessing cost than 
CNN-rule and RSP3

RHC and AIB2 build the smallest condensing sets

RHC and AIB2 are usually more accurate than IB2 and CNN-rule

The 1-NN classification on the 12-dimensional datasets is very fast  
while accuracy remains at high levels

Conclusion: One can obtain efficient time series classifiers by 
combining condensing or prototype abstraction algorithms with 
time-series dimensionality representations



  

The thesis proposes the use of the means generated by k-means 
clustering  as a simple noise-tolerant approach (RkM algorithm)

For each class, RkM builds a number of clusters and their means 
are placed into CS as prototypes of the class

The noisy items of a class are represented by a mean item lying in the 
main area of the class. So RkM is a more noise-tolleran DRT

Examination of how the performance of two state-of-the-art DRTs 
(CNN-rule and RSP3) are affected by the addition of noise

Data Reduction through k-Means clustering



  

PSC is a recently proposed condensing algorithm whose main goal is 
the fast execution of data reduction rather than high reduction rates

PSC is parametric. The user should provide the number of clusters 
that will be built. The main goal of PSC is achieved by using a small 
number of clusters

The thesis demonstrates that the reduction rate and the classification 
accuracy achieved by PSC can be improved by generating a large 
number of clusters

Prototype Selection by Clustering (PSC)



  

WebDR: A Web Workbench for Data Reduction
(hps://ilust.uom.gr/webdr)



  

WebDR: A Web Workbench for Data Reduction
(hps://ilust.uom.gr/webdr)



  

WebDR: A Web Workbench for Data Reduction
(hps://ilust.uom.gr/webdr)



  

WebDR: A Web Workbench for Data Reduction
(hps://ilust.uom.gr/webdr)



  

WebDR: A Web Workbench for Data Reduction
(hps://ilust.uom.gr/webdr)



C. Contribution: Hybrid Speed-up methods



  

Fast Hybrid classification based on Minimum 
distance and the k-NN classifiers (1/7)

Motivation
- Fast classification without costly preprocessing (without using 

DRTs or Indexes)

Contribution:
- We purpose a Fast, Hybrid and Model-free classification algorithm 

(FHCA) and two variations that combine the MDC and the 
conventional k-NN classifier 

- It avoids expensive preprocessing procedures and so, It can be 
applied for repeated classification tasks in dynamic databases



  

Fast Hybrid classification based on Minimum 
distance and the k-NN classifiers (2/7)

Basic idea:
- FHCA search for the nearest neighbors in a small dataset which 

includes only a representative for each class

- Then, it tries to classify the new item to the class of a 
representative

- Upon failure to meet the set acceptance criteria, classification 
proceeds by the conventional k-NN classifier

- Each representative is computed by calculating the average 
value of the items that belong to each one class

- The main algorithm (FHCA) and the two variations (FHCA-V1 & 
FHCA-V2) differ to each other on the set acceptance criteria that 
they involve



  

Fast Hybrid classification based on Minimum 
distance and the k-NN classifiers (3/7)



  

Fast Hybrid classification based on Minimum 
distance and the k-NN classifiers (4/7)

FHCA – Variation I
- FHCA-V1 aempts to classify even more new incoming items 

without falling back to the k-NN classifier 

- It computes the region of influence of each one class

- The class region of influence is the average distance of the 
training set class items from the class centroid

- It uses the distance difference 
criterion and if it fails, it uses the 
Region of Influence Criterion (RIC)

RIC: If x lies within the region of influence 
of one class, xis classified to this class



  

Fast Hybrid classification based on Minimum 
distance and the k-NN classifiers (5/7)



  

Fast Hybrid classification based on Minimum 
distance and the k-NN classifiers (6/7)

FHCA – Variation II



  

Fast Hybrid classification based on Minimum 
distance and the k-NN classifiers (7/7)



  

FHC: An adaptive fast hybrid method (1/9)

Motivation:
- Does the combination of the strategies of data abstraction and 

CBMs lead to fast and accurate classification?

The contribution is the development of an adaptive, hybrid and 
cluster-based method for speeding-up the k-NN classifier

- We develop a fast cluster-based preprocessing algorithm that 
builds a two level data structure. The first level stores a number of
cluster means for each class. The second level stores the set of 
items belonging to each cluster

- We develop efficient classifiers that access either the first or the 
second level of the data structure and perform the classification



  

FHC: An adaptive fast hybrid method (2/9)

Two Level Data Structure Construction Algorithm (TLDSCA)
- For each class, it identifies a number of clusters
- First Level: A list of cluster centroids for all classes 
- Second level: The “real” items of each cluster

Data Reduction Factor (DRF) determines the number of  
representatives (or the TLDS length). For each class C, the algorithm 
builds NC representatives

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉

NC=⌈
X
DRF

⌉ X is the number of items 
that belong to class C



  

FHC: An adaptive fast hybrid method (3/9)

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉



  

FHC: An adaptive fast hybrid method (4/9)

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉

DRF = 10,
CIRCLE Items = 31, SQUARE Items = 27

NCCircle=⌈
31
10

⌉=4

NC Square=⌈
31
10

⌉=3



  

FHC: An adaptive fast hybrid method (5/9)

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉



  

FHC: An adaptive fast hybrid method (6/9)

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉



  

FHC: An adaptive fast hybrid method (7/9)

FHC-I:
- It accesses TLDS and make predictions

- For each new item x, it scans the first level of TLDS and 
retrieves the pk nearest representatives to x

- If the npratio parameter is satisfied, they determine the class 
where x belongs to

- Otherwise, x is classified by searching for the k “real” nearest 
neighbors within the clusters of the pk nearest representatives

The pk and npration parameters let the user to define the desirable 
trade-off between accuracy and cost

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉



Q

pk = 3
npratio =1 

X
X

X

X

FHC: An adaptive fast hybrid method (8/9)



  

FHC: An adaptive fast hybrid method (9/9)

FHC-II:

- Motivation: in cases of non-uniform distributions, the 
probability of performing a second level search depends on which 
is the majority class of the first level search. Items belonging to 
rare classes are always classified by a second level search

- FHC-II aempts to beer manage imbalanced datasets. It 
considers the sizes of the classes and tries to reduce “costly” 
second level searches.

- FHC-II estimates npratio instead of using a pre-specified value. 
The value of npratio is dynamically adjusted to be between a 
user-defined range and depends on the majority class determined 
by the first level search



  

FHC: Experimental study (1/8)

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉



  

FHC: Experimental study (2/8)

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉

LIR dataset

Non-edited data Edited data



  

FHC: Experimental study (3/8)

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉

MGT dataset

Non-edited data Edited data



  

FHC: Experimental study (4/8)
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DRF
⌉

PD dataset

Non-edited data Edited data



  

FHC: Experimental study (5/8)
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⌉
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FHC: Experimental study (6/8)
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DRF
⌉

SH dataset

Non-edited data Edited data



  

FHC: Experimental study (7/8)

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉

TXR dataset

Non-edited data Edited data



  

FHC: Experimental study (8/8)

NC=⌈
|C |

DRF
⌉

PH dataset

Non-edited data Edited data



  

Hybrid classification based on Homogeneous 
Clusters (1/5)

Motivation:
- TLDSCA and FHC include three parameters (DRF, pk, npration). 

The existence of these parameters may be characterized as weak 
points

Contribution:
- The development of non-parametric method that combines the 

idea of DRT with that of CBMs in a hybrid schema that follows 
the procedure of forming homogeneous clusters of RHC

- The development of a CBM which is applied in the condensing 
sets and is able to improve the performance of DRTs



  

Hybrid classification based on Homogeneous 
Clusters (2/5)

Speed-up Data Structure Construction Algorithm (SUDCA):
- It is non-parametric, pre-processing algorithm

- It builds the Speed-Up Data Structure (SUDS)

- It is based on the procedure of forming homogeneous clusters of 
RHC

- The length of SUDS is determined automatically without 
parameters

SUDS data levels:
- First level: A list of prototypes built by RHC

- Second level: Each prototype indexes the “real” cluster items 
which are stored in the second level



  

Hybrid classification based on Homogeneous 
Clusters (3/5)

When a new item x must be classified:

- HCAHC scans the first SUDS level and retrieves the pk nearest 
prototypes 

- If all pk cluster prototypes vote a specific class, x is classified to 
this class (first level search) 

- Otherwise, x is classified by searching the k “real” nearest items 
within the subset formed by the union of the clusters of the pk 
Prototypes (second level search)



  

Hybrid classification based on Homogeneous 
Clusters (4/5)

HCAHC can not characterized as neither DRT nor CBM. It is a 
hybrid method: 
- First level search is an abstraction DRT (similar to RHC)

- Second level search is a CBM

HCAHC is a parametric algorithm. However pk can be determined by 
the empirical rule:

Rk=⌊√|SUDS |⌋



  

Hybrid classification based on Homogeneous 
Clusters (5/5)

SUDS classification method over condensing sets:
- We suggest the SUDS classification method to be applied on the 

data stored in a condensing set

- A classifier that uses SUDS will be executed faster than the k-NN 
classifier that searches for nearest neighbours in the condensing set.
The classifier that uses SUDS prunes distance computations, 
without loss of accuracy

- Since SUDSCA is applied on a condensing set (i.e., a small dataset), 
the preprocessing overhead introduced will be almost insignificant

- The proposed classifier (HCA) avoids classification through first 
level search 



  

HCAHC: Experimental study (1/7)
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LS dataset

Non-edited data Edited data
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SH dataset

Non-edited data Edited data
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TXR dataset

Non-edited data Edited data
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PH dataset
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Future work
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Development of non-parametric one-pass DRTs that take into 
account the phenomenon of concept dri that may exist in data 
streams

Enhancements and modifications on existing algorithms and 
techniques so that they can cope with large and fast data streams 
(with or without concept dri)

Parallel implementations of DRTs for fast construction of 
condensing sets

Development of DRTs that can be applied in complex problems 
such as multi-label classification 

DRTs for imbalanced training data



  

Thank you 

for your attention
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